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1. Introduction to "Kinesics

fI

In the discipline of communication study, it is an accepted fact that the role of nonverbal
factors by far morc' important than verbal factors in the process of verbal communication. As
nonverbal factors we can enumerate hand gestures and body movement, interpersonal space,
time, posture, eye contact, eye pupil size, odour, touch, closing and possession, etc. whilst language itself and what is called "paralanguage" such as pitches, syllabic stress, voice inflection,
cadence. tonality, etc. are referred to as verbal factors.
Ray L.Birdwhistell. American anthropologist, estimates that nonverbal communication by
the medium of nonverbal factors comprises as much as 65 % of the overall information. The
study of each of these nonverbal factors has been established on its own, say, 'Proxemics' (3
coinage by Edward T. Hall) for interpersonal space, 'Oculisics' for eye-contact, 'Pupilometrics'
for eye pupil size, 'Olfactometries' for odour. 'Haptics' for touch or 'Objectics' for possession.
And it is Birdwhistell who coined the term "Kinesics" (from the stem of Greek verb

'kTn~ln'

meaning 'to move') for body movement study. On the model of "Linguistics" which treats the
articulations such as phoneme, morpheme and sentence as a synthesis of linguistic articulations,
"Kinesics" treats kinesic articulations in gestural behaviour such as kineme, kinemorpheme and
complex kinemorphic construction as synthesis of kinesic artiCUlations.
According to the classification by Paul Ekman, American psychologist and psychiatrist,
there are five kinesic categories as under.
(I) Emblems: The gestures which substitute for certain words.

Nodding denotes the affirmation 'Yes,' which depends on
cultural convention.
(2) Illustrators: The gestures which explain and stress the meaning along with
language.
We can convey the concrete size or form by hand illustration.
(3) Affect displays: The facial expressions, the eye-contact, etc. which express our
emotions and moods.
(4) Regulators: The gestures which regulate the flow of conversation by nodding
or shaking head denoting consent or disapproval.
(5) Manipulators: The unconscious gestures which expose our own mental state
such as anxiety. uncomfortableness or confidence by nervous foot
tapping or hair touching or lip biting.
Among these, 'Affect displays,' in particular facial expressions, are obviously the most communicative in transmission of emotions whilst hand gestures. which have established various
'sign language' systems, are the most communicative in transmission of meanings. Ekman makes
close observation and analysis on facial expressions, and abstracts six basic emotions, namely,
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(1) Happiness, (2) Sadness, (3) Surprise, (4) Fear, (5) Anger and (6) Disgust.
In order to describe facial expressions in detail, his minute observation is made on three
independent movable parts of the face, namely, (1) Forehead part (comprising the forehead and
eyebrows), (2) Eye part (comprising eyeballs. eyelids and the root of nose) and (3) Mouth part
(comprising cheeks, lips. the nose and the chin). And then, he refers to the characteristics of three
parts of each emotion.
The characteristics of 'Happiness'
(displayed only on the lower face and the lower eyelids)
Eye part I Wrinkles appear below the lower eyelids.
The lower eyelids may be lifted up but not tense.
Craw's feet extend outwards from the outcr comers of eyes.
Mouth part I The ends of lips are drawn backwards and slightly upwards.
The mouth are sometimes open and sometimes closed.
The teeth are sometimes visible and sometimes not visible.
Wrinkles run from the nose beyond the ends of lips.
Cheeks are lifted up.
The characteristics of 'Sadness'
Forehead part I The inner ends of both eyebrows arc raised up.
The skin below the eyebrows shows triangular form
and its inner apex isup.
Eye part I The inner end of the upper eyelid is lifted up.
Mouth I Both ends of lips are down or the lips tremble.
The characteristics of 'Surprise'
Forehead part I Eyebrows are lifted up, and accordingly get curved and rise.
The skin below the eyebrows is extendcd
and horizontal wrinkles appear across the forehead.
Eye part I Eyelids are wide open. The white of the eye is exposed on the iris,
or below the iris sometimes.
Mouth part I Mouth opens with the jaw down and with lips and teeth separated.
Mouth is, however, neither tense nor extended.
The characteristics of 'Fear'
Forehead part I Both eyebrows are lifted up and drawn each othcr.
Wrinkles appear not across but at the centre of the forehead.
Eye part I The upper eyelids are lifted up.
The white of the eye is exposed.
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The lower eyelids are very tense.
Mouth part / Mouth is open and lips are slightly tense and drawn backward.
The characteristics of 'Anger
Forehead part / The eyebrows are pushed down on and drawn each other.
Vertical wrinkles appear between both eyebrows.
The lower eyelids are tense and either lifted up or not.
The upper eyelids are tense and sometimes pushed down on
according to eyebrow movement and sometimes not down.
Eye part / Eyes are wide open and may look like pop eyed·eyes.
Mouth part / Either the lips are closed tightly with the end of lips down or level,
or the lips are tense and open squarely.
The nostrils are swollen.
The characteristics of 'Disgust'
(displayed mainly on the lower face and lower eyelids)
Eye part / The lower eyelids are pushed up below ';..hich wrinkles appear.
WrinkJes appear at the root of the nose and cheeks are lifted up.
Mouth part / The upper lip is lifted up.
The lower also lifted up or pushed down on and bulged.
Based on this close observation, Ekman invents one unique scientific method to code the
facial expressions, "FACS II (Facial Action Coding System). He extracts forty-four 'action units'
(AUs) which are independent anatomically and distinguishable visibly, so to say, as facial articulation. Here are some examples of AU table.
No. of AU

FACS Name

01

Inner Brow Raiser

02

Outer Brow Raiser

03

Brow Lowerer

05

Upper Lid Raiser

06

Cheek Raiser

07

Lid Tightener

09

Nose Wrinkler

10

Upper Lip Raiser

12

Lip Comer. Puller

14

Dimpler

15

Lip Comer

16

Lower Lip Depressor
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Chin Raiser

18

Lip Puckerer

20

Lip Stretcher
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Choosing and combining proper AUs, we can describe any facial display in a scientific way.
and moreover we can composite any delicate facial expression to any degree freely if we apply
this coding system to the latest computer graphic technology, as imagined. Here we demonstrate
two facial expressions for Sadness and Happiness.
AUI+AU 15

= IInner Brow Raiser/+/Lip Comer Depressorl
=

Sadness

AU6+AU 12
== ICheek

Raiser/+/Lip Comer Pullerl

= Happiness

Regarding its application, Ekman advises that actors should realise the complication of
emotion experience in order to convey a certain emotion by histrionics. And we are surprised to
find out the same idea. observation, analysis and even application as in IIKinesics ll in our modem
communication study. even in more elaborated manner, only if we turn our aUention to
"Kinesics" in the ancient Indian dramaturgy or Nn~YaSnstra tradition.

2. "Kinesics II in Na!ya§astra Tradition
In· the Indian tradition of dramaturgy, we know that the exhaustive consideration on 'abhinaya' startcdat the very outset. The term 'abhinaya' means histrionics or histrionic representation
to convey the content of a play to the audience and there are four kinds of abhinaya, namely, (1)
Angika abhinaya (bodily histrionics), (2) Vncika abhinaya (verbal histrionics), (3) Aharya abhiw
naya (decorative histrionics) and (4) Sfiuvika abhinaya (temperamental or physiological histrionics)..
Nandikesvara's IIAbhinayadarpa1].a" (AD 39a-41 b) explains as follows.
Ailgika abhinaya is shown by means of limbs.
Vncika abhinaya constitutes poems, dramas, etc. which are made up of speech.
Ahnrya abhinayaconsists of the decoration by means of necklaces. bracelets, costume,
etc.
Sattvika abhinaya is represented 'Yith temperamental emotions by those who know (the.
nature of) emotions. Motionlessness, perspiration, horripilation, change of colour, tcars
and fainting are said the eight temperamental (emotions).
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The Sanskrit compound word 'sattvika-bhava' translated as 'temperamental emotions' here
should be understood as 'emotions manifested and perceived as physiological changes.'

It is obvious that Ailgika abhinaya, Aharya abhinaya and Sattvika abhinaya are included in
nonverbal communication except Vacika abhinaya which is literally included in verbal communication. Therefore we understand the ancient Indian dramatists and actors realised fully the
importance of IIKinesics ll or nonverbal histrionics in the dramatic representation. In passing, the
counterpart of Ahnrya abhinaya is 'Objectics' and that of Sattvika abhinaya is 'Manipulators,' a
subdivision of IIKinesics. 1I And Ailgika abhinaya precisely corresponds to "Kinesics" in general.
In contrast with the analysis of modem IIKinesics" according to its function as shown
before, Indian "Kinesics" analyses its articulation and function according to the parts of the body.
Bharata, a legendary author of the most authoritative text on Indian Dramaturgy

"NU~yasns

tra," classifies Ailgika abhinaya into two divisions of the body, and expounds the distinctive
movements, Le. kinesic articulation in regard to each part as under. The number in parenthesis
shows that of distinctive movements or forms.
Primary limbs (Anga):
Head (13), Hand (67), Chest (5), Flanks (5), Hips (5), Feet (I 3)
Secondary limbs (Upnilga):
Eyes, Eyebrows (7), Nose (6), Lips (6), Checks (7), the Chin (7)
In his statement about the secondary limbs in "Nil!yasastra:' hc trcats Glances (36), Eyeballs
(9) and Eyelids (9) for Eyes, and adds Mouth (6), Facial Colour (4), Neck (9), etc.
At a first glance, theories and classifications referred to in "Nnwasfistra" seem so pedantic
and maniac for taxonomy, but what we learn from this classification is how systematically this
body articulation is done. Fantastic number has this classification, indeed. We hardly fancy thirteen kinds of head movements, five kinds of flanks movements nor nine kinds of eyeball move M
ments.
In fact, it is wellMknown that sixty-seven varieties of hand forms construct a marvellous
hand gesture system (hasta or mudra) for Indian dances, which 1 would like to treat separately for
another opportunity.
Here, it is worthy of noticing that most of the parts of the secondary limbs compose the
head (Le. face) of the primary limbs, where take place the facial display as the mostcornmunica- ,
tive in transmission of emotions.
Now let'shave a look at the description of a few parts of secondary limbs.
Nine Movements of Eyeballs (NS 8.96-105a)
Oh, best Brahmins, such eyeball movement as Bhramal}a, Valana, Patana,
Calana, Sarppravesana. Vivartana, Samudvrtta,

Ni~krama

and

Pr~a,

these are nine
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eyeball movements.
First, listen to the clear and proper definition (of each eyeball movement) with pleasure.
IBhramaryal is called circular revolving of the eyeball inside the eyelids.
IVaianal is triangular movement and IPatana' is dropping movement.
'Calana' should be understood as trembling and 'SaJ11pravcSana' as
(eyeball movement of) going into inside (the orbit).
'Vivartana' is sideways movement, and 'Samudvrtta' is (movement of) raising up (the
eyeballs).
'Ni~krama'

is proclaimed as (eyeball movement of) going oUl (of the orbit), whilst

'Prnkrta' as natural state (of eyeballs).
Nine Movements of Eyelids (NS 8.1 lOb-l 14a)
Understand the eyelid movement following the eyeball movement.
Unme~a

(lit. opening), Nime~a (lit. shutting), Prasrta (lit. stretched). Kuficita (lit. con-

tracted), Sarna (lit. even), Vivartita (lit. turned round), Sphurita (lit.lhrobbing), Pihita
_(lit. covered) and Vitalita (lit. struck) are the eyelid movements.

When both the eyelids arc separated, it is called IUnme~a.1
When united, it would be

'Nime~a'

and when expanded (Le. wide open), it would be

'Prasfta.'
When (eyelids arc) contracted. it would be 'Kuficita,' and when natural. it is called
'Sarna.'
When (eyelids are) raised up. it is 'Vivarlita,' and when throbbed. 'Sphurita.'
When closed. it is called 'Pihila,' whilst when flapped. 'Vitnlita.'
Seven Movements of Eyebrows (NS 8.118b-123a)
Understand the eyebrow movement following this (eyelid movement) consequently.
There are seven kinds, i.e.

Utk~epa

(lit. raising). Pfitana (lit. falling)t Bhruku!i (lit. knit-

ting). Catura (lit. charmi~g). Kuficita (lit. bcnt)t Recita (lit. loosening) and Sahaja (lit.
natural).
When both the eyebrows are raised simultaneously or one by one. it would be
'Utk~epat'

and when (the eyebrows) have downward movement one by one or simulta-

neously t it would be IPntana.'
By raising up the root of eyebrows, Le. knitting eyebrows, it is called 'Bhrukuli.'
By throbbing a little bit charming and long eyebrows. it is called 'Catura.'
Slightly bending one of or both the eyebrows is 'Kuficita.'
By amorously raising only one of (the eyebrows). it is called 'Recita.' whilst natural
and innate movementis caBed 'Sahaja.'
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Along with this kinesic articulation, Bharata develops kinesic semantics in the form
of its application to various emotion expressions. Just as Ekman extracts six basic emotions
such as (1) Happiness, (2) Sadness, (3) Surprise, (4) Fear, (5) Anger and (6) Disgust,
Bharata also enumerates eight 'Sthayibhava-s' and eight 'Rasa-s.1
Sthayibhava-s are the eight basic emotions latent in our mind which become definite
emotions by artistic stimuli, namely, (I) Amorousness (rati), (2) Funniness (hasa), (3)
Sadness (soka), (4) Anger (krodha), (5) Vigorousness (utsaha), (6) Fear (bhaya), (7) Disgust
(jugupsa) and (8) Surprise (vismaya).
And Rasa-s arc the eight aesthetic sentiments which arise by the culmination of each
SthayibhAva, namely, (1) Eroticness

(srng Ara),

(2) Comicalness (hasya), (3) Patheticness

(karuI].a). (4) Furiousness (raudra), (5) Heroicness (vlra), (6) Terribleness (bhayanaka), (7)
Odiousness (bTbhatsa) and (8) Marvellousness (adbhuta) respectively.
In addition to these

Sthayibhnva~s

and Rasa-s, there are still thirty-three IVyabhicm-ibhava-s'

or transitory moods such as Despondency (nirveda), Weakness (glani), Apprehension (saOka),
Jealousy (asoya), Intoxication (mada), Fatigue (sraroa), Indolence (alasya), Depression (dainya),
Anxiety (cinlfi), Confusion (moha), Recollection (smrti), Contentment (dhrti), Bashfulness
(vrTqfi), Inconstancy (capalam), Delight
(garva), Despair

(vi~nda).

(har~a),

Agitation (avega), Stupor (jagam) , Arrogance

Longing (autsukya), Sleeping (nidru). Epilepsy (apasmara), Dreaming

(supta). Awaking (vibodha), Indignation

(amar~a),

Dissimulation (avahittha). Cruelty (ugrata),

Assurance (mati), Sickness (vylldhi), Insanity (unmllda), Death (maral).a), Fright (trasa) and
Deliberation (vitarka).
As a sort of semantics· Bharata allots certain movements and forms to certain emotions
among the eight basic emotions (Sth3.yibhUva). the eight aesthetic sentiments (Rasa) and the thirty-three transitory moods (Vyabhicaribhava).
For instance, in the case of eyeball movements the allotment is as under. (NS 8.10 Ib-104b)
Now, understand the application of these (eyeball movements) to aesthetic sentiments
and basic emotions.
For (representation ot) Heroic sentiment and Furious sentiment, ,BhramaI)a' (i.e.
Iar revolving), 'Calana' (Le. trembling), 'Samudvrttal (Le. raising up) and

circu~

'Ni~krama'

(i.e. going out) should be used.
'Ni~krama'

and 'Valana' (i.e. triangular moving) should be employed for (representation

.at) Terrible sentiment.
And 'Sarppravesana' (I.e. going into) is prescribed for (representation of) Comical sentiment and Odious sentiment.
IPatana l (i.e. dropping) is to be used for (representation of) Pathetic sentiment, and
'Ni~krama'

again for (representation of) Marvellous sentiment.

'Vivartita' (i.e. sideways turning) is meant for Erotic sentiment, and 'Prak~ta' (i.e. natur-
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al) for the remaining basic emotions
Again, in the case of eyelid movements. (NS 8.114a-117b)
Now, understand the application of these (eyelid movements) to aesthetic sentiments
and basic emotions.
IVivartana' along with 'Nime~' and IUnmesal sho~ld be employed for (representation
of) Anger emotion.
IPrasral is prescribed for Surprise emotion, Delight mood and Heroic sentiment.
IKuficita l is meant for (Disgust emotion? against) seeing of, smeHing of, tasting of,
touching of undesirable thing.
ISamal should be employed for Erotic sentiment, and 'Sphurita l for Jealousy mood.
'Pihita' is to be used for (representation of) Sleeping mood, Stupor mood and (the mood
- caused by) suffering from wind, heat, smoke, rain, mascara and eye disease.
'Vitalital is used for (the Agitation mood? caused by) attack.
Even facial colours are taken into consideration for application, which not only can be originally induded in Iphysiological histrionics l (Sattvika abhinaya) but also as make-up in Idecorative
histrionics l (Aharya abhinaya).
It is taught that facial colour is of four kinds, namely, Natural. Bright,
Reddish and Dark.
It is said that 'Natural' facial colour based on natural representation should be
employed for emotions of a person who is in a neutral position etc.
IBright' (facial colour) is to be used for Surprise sentiment as weB as
Comical sentiment and Erotic sentiment.
'Reddish l (facial colour) shouJd be appJied to Heroic sentiment, Furious
sentiment. Intoxication mood and Pathetic sentiment as weB.
The face becomes 'Darkl in Terrible sentiment as well as Odious sentiment.
Thus the facial colour should be employed to the objects of sentiments and
emotions. (NS 8.161 b-165a)
As linguistics synthesises phonemes and morphemes into a linguistic complex referring to
semantics, syntactics, so kinesics likewise synthesises lkinemes' and 'kinemorphernesl into a
kinesic complex referring to Ikine-emotional' semantics and Ikine-syntactics' conditioned biologically and physically.
The glances (d~ti) he describes could be regarded as a partial synthesis of the facial expressions composed of the movements in composite parts of the face. The first eight glances among
thirty-six glances are meant for synthetic configurations to denote eight aesthetic sentiments
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(Rasa-s), namely, (1) Knnta, (2) Bhayanakn, (3) Hnsya, (4) Karuqa, (5) AdbhutA, (6) RaudrI, (7)
VIra and (8) BIbhatsa.
Eight Rasa glances (NS 8.47a-55b)
The extraordinarily passionate glance which originates from joy any favour and are
accompanied with knitted eyebrows and a (flirtatious) sidelong look is called 'Kanta'
(lit. Lovely) glance. It is (applied) to denote Erotic sentiment.
The extraordinarily frightened glance which is accompanied with eyelids wide open
and motionless and with eyeballs throbbing and turned upwards should be understood
as IBhnyanakn l (lit. Fearful) glance. It is (applied) to denoteTerrible sentiment.
The glance which is accompanied with eyelids gradually contracted and with eyeballs
roHing and slightly visible is 'Hasya' (lit. Comical) glance. It should be applied to the
histrionics of a juggler.
The tearful glance which is accompanied with upper eyelids down and with eyeballs
dull due to grief and which is fixed at the tip of the nose is (called) 'KaruQa' (lit.
Pathetic) glance. It is (applied) to denote Pathetic sentiment.
The charming glance which is

accomp~nied

with the tips of eyelashes curved, with

eyeballs excited due to wonder and with (eyelids) fully open up to the comers is called
'Adbhutn' (lit. Marvellous) glance. It is (applied) to denote Marvellous sentiment.
The ferocious glance which is accompanied with eyelids fully open and motionless,
with eyeballs harsh and bloodshot and with eyebrows knitted and crooked is called
'Raudri' (lit. Furious) glance. It is (applied) to denote Furious sentiment.
The inflamed, fully open, excited and serious glance which is accompanied. with eyeballs in balance (in the orbit) and with the centre (of the eyeballs) swollen is (called)
·VIrn' (lit. Heroic) glance. It is dependent on Heroic sentiment.
The glance which is accompanied with the outer comer of eyelids contracted, with
eyeballs distressed due to disgust and with eyelashes firm and close to each other is
regarded as IBlbhatsa' (lit. Odious) glance.
Theoretically we can synthesise a standard facial expression for a certain emotion whichever it may be, aesthetics sentiment, basic emotion or transitory mood, only if we select and composite certain movements of the facial parts applicable to its representation according to
Bharata's prescription. And we must realise theory is not for the sake of theory, but actual practice in the tradition of Indian dramaturgy.
All the Indian performing arts t those that include Sanskrit theatre t dances and music, have
been seeking the theoretical basis from Na~yasastra tradition starting with "Na~yasnstra.lI
Therefore, we can expect the total synthesis regarding the facial expression in a living practice of
classical dance styles such as Bhfatanatyamj Kathakali, Kathak, Manipuri, etc. In fact, as the
labhinayal repertoire is the most popular and most important item to any dance style, each dance
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style has its own standard synthesis for daily practice and for stage performances as well.
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Photo / Eight Rasa abhinaya-s
Top from left to right: Srtignra, Hnsya, Karur~a
Middle from left to right: Raudra, VIra, Bhaynnaka
Bottom from left to right: Bibhatsa, Adbhuta, Snnti (not mentioned in this paper)(Marg 1957, p.21)

